Long-range energy scenarios are commonly used to inform national energy policy decisions. Although the scenario approach aims to expand the spectrum of futures considered, in the past energy scenarios have not been diverse enough to include less expected real-world developments. We use a bottom-up energy system model EXPANSE with Modeling to Generate Alternatives (MGA) to assess the diversity of the existing ensemble of multi-organization, multi-model Swiss electricity supply scenarios. We show that both for 2035 and 2050 existing scenarios cover well the various possibilities in deployment of individual electricity generation technologies in terms of installed capacity or produced electricity. When analyzing scenarios as a whole, we find that in 2035 there is a lack of scenarios with high electricity demand and greater deployment of renewable technologies occurring simultaneously, as well as scenarios with a negligible or negative share of net electricity import. In 2050, there is also a lack of scenarios that depict high electricity demand and conservative deployment of new renewable technologies, especially solar PV. We propose six additional scenarios to be included to increase the diversity of the ensemble of Swiss electricity supply scenarios and achieve better understanding of the future possibilities and uncertainties.
Introduction
Due to increasing energy demand, climate change and other environmental concerns, multiple countries are currently developing or already implementing strategies for transforming their national energy systems. United Kingdom is putting into practice its legally-binding Climate Change Act [1] that requires reducing greenhouse gas emissions from the energy sector by 80% in 2050, as compared to the levels of 1990. Germany is shifting to decentralized renewable energy and increased energy efficiency as part of the country's strategy, called Energiewende [2] . After the nuclear accident in Fukushima, the Swiss Federal Council and Parliament have decided in 2011 to stepwise phase out nuclear power generation by 2035. The Swiss Energy Strategy 2050 [3] and associated analyses in Energieperspektiven 2050 [4] describe options for electricity sector transition without the five existing nuclear power plants in Switzerland that in 2015 have accounted for almost 40% of total electricity production. In this paper we take a closer look at the existing Swiss electricity supply scenarios for the years 2035 and 2050 that underpin analyses for implementing the Swiss Energy Strategy 2050.
Long-range energy scenarios are primary tools in strategic energy decision making in order to assess uncertainties and options for the future energy transition [5, 6] . Such scenarios can be developed by multiple organizations in public administration, non-governmental institutions, industry and academia. Examples of widely-known long-range energy scenarios include International Energy Agency scenarios [7] , US Energy Information Administration projections [8] , or BP energy outlook [9] . In addition to the Energieperspektiven scenarios [10] that underpin the Swiss Energy Strategy 2050, other Swiss electricity supply scenarios for 2035 and 2050 have been generated too by universities (e.g. ETH Zurich), research institutes (e.g. Paul Scherrer Institute), non-governmental organizations (e.g. Greenpeace), and others. Densing et al. [11] provide an overview. The resulting ensemble of multiorganization, multi-model Swiss scenarios altogether improves understanding of the diversity of future options and uncertainties in the energy transition [6] .
Although the scenario approach aims to expand the consideration of future possibilities [5, 12] , in the past long-range energy scenarios have been shown not to be diverse enough to include less expected real-world developments, such as increase in energy use efficiency in 1980s or deployment of renewable technologies since 2000 [5, 6, [13] [14] [15] . Repeatedly unsuccessful attempts to develop scenario sets that encapsulate the real-world energy transition led scenario developers to exploring new approaches to scenario development [16] . Schweizer and Morgan [17] have applied so-called bounding analysis in order to estimate the lower and upper bound of US electricity demand in 2050. Their approach, however, has resulted in very large uncertainty bounds, which could be meaningfully reduced by employing energy systems models to exclude internally inconsistent scenarios. Recent advances in semi-quantitative scenario techniques include selection of a small set of diverse scenarios in order to guarantee the variety of futures considered [18, 19] . However, such diversity techniques have been demonstrated for semi-quantitative scenarios only. In energy systems modelling, three decades-old Modeling to Generate Alternatives (MGA) technique has been recently rediscovered [20] . MGA can be used with an energy system model to directly generate a small set of different energy scenarios [21, 22] or to generate a large set of energy scenarios and afterwards select a small set of maximally-different ones [23] [24] [25] . In these cases, energy system model is used to account for technology, supply-demand, environmental, economic, other constraints and drivers in order to assure that internally-consistent energy scenarios are generated. MGA enables a systematic extraction of diverse scenario sets to expand uncertainty consideration and forego aforementioned failures of the past, when modelled scenarios do not cover less expected real-world developments.
In order to support the ongoing efforts in Switzerland to implement the Swiss Energy Strategy 2050, in this paper we analyze whether existing multi-organization, multi-model Swiss electricity supply scenarios for 2035 and 2050 are sufficiently diverse in covering the range of possible Swiss electricity supply transitions. Our intention is to assess the diversity of the existing scenario set and, if the current scenarios are deemed to lack diversity, to identify missing types of scenarios that should be added. We use a bottom-up energy system model EXPANSE [23, 24] with MGA [26] (Section 2). First, we generate a large ensemble (N=520) of EXPANSE scenarios for the Swiss electricity supply system in 2035 and 2050. Due to MGA, these EXPANSE scenarios are assumed to serve as a benchmark of a diverse set of scenarios. The EXPANSE scenarios are then compared with the existing Swiss scenarios technology by technology and as a whole in order to estimate whether the existing Swiss scenarios are sufficiently diverse (Section 3.1-3.2). Using Distance-toSelected technique, ten maximally-different EXPANSE scenarios in terms of technology-specific installed capacity or annual electricity supply are selected in order to examine what additional scenarios would increase the diversity of the existing Swiss scenarios (Section 3.3). Our work thus builds on the previous metaanalysis by Densing et al. [11] , who have looked how the existing Swiss scenario set could be reduced to a smaller number of representative scenarios. We analyze whether the existing Swiss scenario set is diverse enough in the first place and whether any scenarios or perspectives might have been systematically missed thus far.
Methods and data

Swiss EXPANSE and MGA
Bottom-up energy system models are a type of widely-used energyenvironmental-economic models that support energy and climate change policies [27, 28] . Bottom-up energy system models rely on a detailed technology representation of the whole energy system from energy resources, through energy conversion and transmission, to energy end use. Traditionally, these models use cost optimization to generate a cost-optimal energy scenario under technological, resource, environmental and policy constraints. In this paper we also use a bottomup energy system model EXPANSE (EXploration of PAtterns in Near-optimal energy ScEnarios) [24, 29] . EXPANSE has the same structure as a conventional bottom-up energy system model, but looks beyond cost optimal scenarios only [21] [22] [23] [24] 30] . In contrast to D-EXPANSE [24] that models the long-range energy transition and capacity expansion, in this paper EXPANSE focuses on a single year and models the electricity supply-demand dispatch in detail. Due to the focus in this paper on Swiss electricity supply scenarios, EXPANSE in this paper is limited to the electricity sector only. In contrast to other bottom-up models, in this paper EXPANSE aims to be value-free and cover various diverse perspectives and stakes in the existing Swiss scenarios and beyond. Thus, EXPANSE does not include cost constraints or cost objective function.
Compared to the previous EXPANSE versions, Swiss EXPANSE, described in this paper, includes a detailed electricity dispatch model consisting of 386 time slices per year. A visual representation of the Swiss EXPANSE electricity dispatch can be seen in Figure 1 . A year is divided into 50 weeks and 336 hours in such a way that peak and base weeks are modeled on an hourly basis, whereas the remaining weeks are modeled on a weekly basis. Greater time resolution is clearly desirable; however, since Swiss EXPANSE is intended to analyze large numbers of electricity supply scenarios we are faced with a trade-off between temporal resolution for accuracy, computational power and data availability. This trade-off affects model solutions and could be circumvented by utilizing flexible timeslicing that was introduced in the MARKAL/TIMES model [31, 32] , but this would complicate the modelling of pumped hydropower storage as storing of electricity in one time slice and its release during another time slice would be difficult to model. In a low-carbon system, adequate modelling of hydropower is important because it contributes to the deployment rate of weather-dependent wind and solar photovoltaic (PV) technologies. MGA, first introduced by Chang et al. [26] , is increasingly used with bottom-up energy system models [22] [23] [24] 33] . Traditionally, energy modelers have tended to provide several highly detailed scenarios [24, 33] . Doing so, carries the risk of underplaying the uncertainties and diversity of futures associated with such a complex, socio-technical system as energy system. Generating and analyzing large ensembles of energy scenarios is a means for expanding consideration of uncertainty and diversity [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . Hence, Swiss EXPANSE includes MGA in order to generate a large number of various electricity supply scenarios that, among other scenarios, also cover the extremes that define the boundaries of the feasible energy scenarios.
Like any other bottom-up energy system model, Swiss EXPANSE defines the space of technically-feasible Swiss electricity supply scenarios for the years 2035 and 2050 by specifying technology, supply-demand, resource and environmental constraints. Cost constraints and drivers are not accounted for because the primary aim is to develop a value-free model that can account for various existing or possible perspectives. Swiss EXPANSE variables include technology-specific installed capacity and produced electricity in every time slices by each technology, electricity export, import, and hydropower storage. During one MGA run, these variables are assigned a random weight for formulating a random objective function. The weights are sampled from the 1, −1 set, assuming uniform distribution. The resulting random objective function is then both maximized and minimized over the set of EXPANSE constraints in order to generate two electricity supply scenarios. This MGA procedure is then repeated 20 times for different random objective functions and generates a total of 40 electricity supply scenarios. By combining these MGA runs with 13 assumption sets on electricity demand (Section 2.2), Swiss EXPANSE in total generates 520 electricity supply scenarios.
Input data and model assumptions
This version of Swiss EXPANSE model includes 24 technologies and models annual electricity supply for the years 2035 and 2050. In this study, Swiss EXPANSE assumes the annual electricity end-use demand and associated load curves exogenously without modelling the demand structure in detail. As in many other models [40] , Swiss EXPANSE currently assumes that the future load curves have the same profile as in 2015, but are scaled upwards to result in the total annual electricity demand. Annual electricity demand assumptions from the existing Swiss scenarios are taken for Swiss EXPANSE (Table 1) . Annual electricity demand, including losses, to 2035 and 2050 is assumed to follow 13 different trajectories, each with different underlying political, technological development, and efficiency assumptions. Based on the Swiss Energy Strategy 2050 [3] , Swiss EXPANSE also assumes that no new nuclear power plants will be built after the end of the lifetime of the current plants. That means, that in year 2035 and 2050 nuclear power share in Swiss EXPANSE scenarios is modelled as 0.
Selection of maximally-different scenarios to assure diversity
Energy scenario users in policy or industry typically require a small and informative set of scenarios [6] . When choosing which scenarios should be included in this small set, caution is necessary to guarantee that the selected scenarios represent sufficiently diverse futures and exhaust key uncertainties associated with the energy transition [18, 47] . There are existing methods for characterizing and filtering a large number of energy scenarios to derive a small and diverse set of
scenarios. An overview of such methods can be found in [48] . In Table 2 we summarize the key approaches that have been used or are applicable to energy scenarios. Methods that rely on qualitative or semi-quantitative scenarios typically start with definition of a set of internally-consistent scenarios [47] . In modelling-based scenario development, demonstrated in this paper, this step is not necessary as internal consistency of scenarios is assured through the use of the energy system model. This method is tailored to qualitative and semi-quantitative scenario construction. The method utilizes robust optimization to locate scenarios that maximize expected value and minimize variance in the diversity score. [19] Scenario Diversity Analysis
This method is tailored to qualitative and semi-quantitative scenario construction. In order to locate a small set of diverse scenarios from the large set of internally-consistent scenarios, an optimization technique is used. It locates a scenario set with maximal sum of mean weighted Manhattan distances of all consistent scenarios, when the minimal weighted Manhattan distance is exogenously given as a threshold. [18, 49] Local Efficiency This method is tailored to qualitative and semi-quantitative scenario construction. In the large scenario set, consistency score of every scenario is evaluated. Then, several scenarios are selected on the basis of the local maximums of consistency scores, i.e. scenarios whose consistency score is greater than or equal to all its neighbors.
[47]
Distance-ToSelected
This method can be applied to both quantitative model-based scenarios [25] and qualitative and semi-quantitative scenarios [47] . It searches the large set of modelled or internally-consistent scenarios for other scenarios that are most different in their attributes from the initial scenario, selected based on the scenario developer's preferences. The difference from the initial scenario is defined as the squared Euclidian distance. The distance of the third and further scenarios to the set of already selected scenarios is defined as a harmonic mean of squared Euclidian distances.
[ 25, 47] Max-Min-Selection This method is tailored to qualitative and semi-quantitative scenario construction. In the large scenario set, consistency score of every scenario is evaluated. A small set of most internally-consistent scenarios with a minimum distance from each other is then selected.
Cluster Analysis This method can be applied to both quantitative model-based scenarios and qualitative and semi-quantitative scenarios. First, every internally-consistent or modelled scenario is considered to be a separate cluster. The minimal distance between each pair of clusters is calculated using a distance measure of Minkowski distance of order p, Manhattan distance, Chebyshev distance, etc. The two most similar clusters are merged into a new cluster and the procedure continues until only one cluster remains. A small and diverse set is then selected by going backwards through the cluster tree (dendogram). One scenario within each cluster is then chosen to represent the corresponding cluster. The selection of this scenario may be done by looking for the scenario that contributes the least to an increase in the overall variance within the cluster.
[50]
[48]
Principal Component Analysis
This method can be applied to both quantitative model-based scenarios and qualitative and semi-quantitative scenarios. This technique helps extract dimensions of a multidimensional space that account for the most in-sample variance. The space of internallyconsistent or modelled scenarios X is approximated by a suitable linear combination of orthonormal vectors, subject to minimizing the covariance of X and the approximation. The most distinct scenarios are then defined on the basis of these dimensions that account for this most in-sample variance. [11] In this paper we use the Distance-To-Selected approach. It is simpler and faster than OLDFAR, Scenario Diversity Analysis, Cluster Analysis, or Principal
Component Analysis as it relies on calculation of Euclidian distances and their harmonic and does not involve any optimization. Each step can be traced and reasonably justified as explained in Tietje et al. [47] . Compared to the Max-MinSelection, Distance-To-Selected approach is more controllable as Max-Min-Selection generates different scenarios when the minimum distance threshold is changed.
Although the outcome of the Distance-To-Selected approach depends on the initially chosen scenario and thus on the subjective opinion of the scenario developer, this can also be an advantage. Incorporation of scenario developer's or stakeholder views is not possible with the Max-Min-Selection. In contrast to Local Efficiency and Max-Min-Selection approach, the Distance-To-Selected approach is applicable to modeled energy scenarios [25] . In contrast to Principal Component Analysis applied by Densing et al. [11] in order to reduce the number of existing Swiss scenarios, the Distance-To-Selected approach helps us identify new energy scenarios that are not yet among the existing Swiss scenarios.
In Swiss EXPANSE, the Distance-To-Selected approach relies on squared Euclidian distances and its harmonic means [25, 47] . First, the scenario attributes to be used for selecting maximally-different scenarios are chosen, for instance, technology-specific installed capacity. Second, the initial scenario from Swiss EXPANSE is chosen randomly or by picking a specific scenario of interest. Third, the first maximally-different scenario is selected as the one that has the largest squared
Euclidian distance from the initial scenario in terms of the chosen attributes: ,
where -.. -the set with all Swiss EXPANSE modelled scenarios;
: -the initial scenario;
% -the first maximally-different scenario;
* -the scenario y in -.. , * ∈ -.. ; B -the second maximally-different scenario;
W -the scenario z in ST.T1UTV , * ∈ ST.T1UTV .
The set ST.T1UTV is then updated to add the newly selected scenario:
The selection process in formulas (2) and (3) is continued until a wanted number of scenarios is selected.
Results
Technology-by-technology assessment of the diversity of existing Swiss electricity supply scenarios
We With the focus on diversity, MGA-based Swiss EXPANSE also includes scenarios with negligible shares of renewable technologies, such as solar PV, wind, biomass, and geothermal. These scenarios counterbalance scenarios with high deployment new renewable technologies. In principle, such scenarios with low share of renewable technologies could be technically-feasible and they remind of so-called "business as usual" or "no policy" type of scenarios [5, 52] . However, with currently ongoing energy system transformation worldwide [53] , it could be argued that "business as usual" or "no policy" type scenarios will include some new renewable energy technologies already. For the sake of scenario diversity and expanded uncertainty consideration, we still find it reasonable to include scenarios with low shares of renewable technologies too.
Assessment of the diversity of existing Swiss electricity supply scenarios as a whole
The previous section compared the existing Swiss electricity supply scenarios counterbalancing them with scenarios of lower estimates. As already discussed earlier, the latter type of scenarios would be similar to "business as usual" or "no policy" type of scenarios that, given today's increasing pace of renewable technology deployment, could be argued to be less plausible. However, if the aim is to have a sufficiently diverse set of national energy scenarios, such low renewable electricity supply scenarios in the long run could also be added.
Additional scenarios to increase the diversity of Swiss electricity supply scenarios
We extract additional Swiss electricity supply scenarios that we believe should be added to the existing scenario set to increase its diversity and expand uncertainty 
Discussion
Retrospective assessments of energy scenarios in the past have showed that multi-organization, multi-model scenarios ensure the vastest consideration of uncertainties [6] . We confirm this view in our diversity assessment of the existing does not model cost drivers and constraints. This is both an advantage for increasing the diversity of scenarios modelled as well as limitation as some of the scenarios may be realistically more difficult to achieve due to high costs. As a result, Swiss EXPANSE has a bias towards greater deployment of renewables in the near-term than existing models. In the future, cost constraint could be added to EXPANSE to avoid modelling of very costly scenarios [23, 24] . Second, Swiss EXPANSE is an has a significant and increasing share of solar PV, meaning that there is excess electricity during the base week too and no import would be needed. Such country interactions should be addressed better in the future Swiss EXPANSE model. Fourth, the current version of Swiss EXPANSE is deterministic and does not account for parametric uncertainty, for example, in electricity demand or weather-dependent electricity generation. Future EXPANSE could also include Monte Carlo runs as already demonstrated in [24] . Fifth, the current version of Swiss EXPANSE models the Swiss electricity supply on an aggregated level without spatial detail. Including the locations of power plants would be important in order to specify the regional implications of the electricity supply scenarios. MGA application for the spatiallyexplicit EXPANSE, as shown in [25] , would improve the exploration of alternatives that meet the views of various stakeholders.
Conclusions
Our assessment of the diversity of the existing multi-organization, multi-model Swiss electricity supply scenarios for 2035 and 2050 shows that several perspectives are missing, leading to a limited consideration of future uncertainties to support energy policy. In 2035, there is a lack of scenarios with high electricity demand and greater deployment of renewable technologies occurring simultaneously, as well as scenarios with a negligible or negative share of net electricity import. In 2050, there is a lack of scenarios that depict high electricity demand and conservative deployment of new renewable technologies, such as wind, biomass, geothermal, and especially solar PV. We thus suggest six new scenarios that we believe should be added to the set of existing Swiss scenarios to increase the diversity. In this way, a more exhaustive and diverse set of scenarios as well as increased understanding of the future possibilities and uncertainties would be achieved.
From the methodological perspective, application of MGA-based EXPANSE model is helpful to expand uncertainty consideration and forego some of the past mistakes, when the long-range energy scenarios have been repeatedly shown not to be diverse enough to include less expected real-world developments. In fact, MGA can help systematically generate a large ensemble of energy scenarios that represent various stakeholder perspectives, including organizations that use energyenvironment-economic models and those that rather represent strong environmental views. In the future, we envision an increased implementation of methods, similar to MGA-based EXPANSE, in order to broaden our understanding of choices and uncertainties in implementing ambitious energy policy goals aspired worldwide.
